Supporting owners of
SI and VC plated Vehicles

A MAJORITY LIBERAL GOVERNMENT WILL:
• Double the number of allowable days for SI-Plated Special
Interest vehicles to be used per annum from 52 to 104.
• Remove the cost of Motor Tax from Special Interest
registered vehicles.
• Provide VC-Plated veteran and vintage vehicles with an extra
30 days per annum not specific to Club events.

Protecting the Tasmanian way of life
Supporting owners of Special Interest
Vehicles
Under a majority Hodgman Liberal Government we have worked hard to
deliver a strong economy and provide long-term sustainable jobs for all
Tasmanians, which is driving confidence right across the State.
We are committed to ensuring that Tasmania is one of the most
affordable places in the country to live, work and raise a family.
Importantly, we want to ensure that all Tasmanians are able to enjoy a
range of recreational sports and their favourite hobbies, including the
preservation, restoration and enjoyment of older, classic and vintage
vehicles.
Tasmanian features an extraordinary array of highly specialised and
valuable historic motor vehicles and owners of these vehicles have
invested very substantial amounts of their own personal funds into the
rebuilding and continued maintenance of these heritage assets.
A re-elected majority Hodgman Liberal Government will provide vehicle
collectors and enthusiasts with better usage and an updated registration
system for Special Interest vehicles and Veteran and Vintage vehicles.

Double the number of days for special interest
vehicles to be used per annum from 52 to 104.
Currently there are more than 6000 Tasmanians who have prized
possession vehicles older than 30 years of age and who currently hold a
conditional vehicle registration in the form of Special Interest plates.
Special Interest plates allow them to drive their collectable cars or motor
bikes on the road on a limited day use basis with the payment of a lower
rate of motor tax and third party insurance than other fully registered
vehicles.
Compared to others states, Tasmanians pay more to be able to use
these collectable vehicles on public roads for fewer days of the year.
A re-elected majority Hodgman Liberal Government will double the
amount of days special interest registered vehicles are allowed to be
used on Tasmanian roads, providing vehicle usage for 104 days per
year.

Relevant
Targets
#20: Keep cost of living
increases for Government
services, on average, at or
below the rate of inflation
for the next four years of
Government.

Protecting the Tasmanian way of life
Remove the cost of Motor Tax from Special Interest
Registered Vehicles.
Currently there are two different types of registration systems in
Tasmania for classic vehicles over the age of 30, including Club Event
vehicles, also known as Vintage Vehicles and Special Interest Vehicles.
Currently Club Event vehicles are not required to pay motor tax while
special interest vehicles pay 50% of the normal fee for motor tax.
A re-elected majority Hodgman Liberal Government will remove the cost
of motor tax from all special interest registered vehicles – meaning an
average minimum saving of around $64.50 per registered vehicle.
With a large number of Tasmanians owning several special interest
vehicles, this will provide a considerable saving for them on registration
fees removing the tax from this hobby.

Provide owners of VC-Plated veteran and vintage
vehicles with an extra 30 road days per annum not
specific to Club Events.
VC plated registration is only provided to those people who hold current
membership with an authorised vintage or street rod car club.
That means vehicle usage is totally restricted to those participating in
rallies, trials or events that are conducted by an authorised car club, or
for travelling to and from a place or repairs.
We believe it’s important that owners of these classic vehicles also have
an opportunity to enjoy their vehicles in the same way as owners of
special interest vehicles.
The State of Tasmania and its visitors can only be charmed by seeing
more of these classic vehicles on our roads.
A re-elected majority Hodgman Liberal Government will provide Club
Event/Vintage vehicles with an extra 30 days per annum to enjoy the use
of their restored vehicles in whatever way they choose to do so.

Our Record in
Government
The Hodgman Liberal
Government has
recognised that the cost of
living is a real issue for
Tasmanians.
In our first term of
Government we have
taken action to keep the
cost of everyday prices
low, including reducing the
cost of car registration by
7.5% and further freezing
registration premiums.
We now have the lowest
vehicle registration in
Australia.
We have also reduced
power prices by 2.4% and
have returned windfall
profits from our energy
companies to Tasmanians
through our Tasmanians
First Energy policy – giving
a $125 bonus back to
senior Tasmanians.

